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Abstract
Let X be a complex manifold with strongly pseudoconvex boundary
M . If ψ is a defining function for M , then − logψ is plurisubharmonic on
a neighborhood of M in X, and the (real) 2-form σ = i∂∂(− logψ) is a
symplectic structure on the complement of M in a neighborhood in X of
M ; it blows up along M .
The Poisson structure obtained by inverting σ extends smoothly across
M and determines a contact structure on M which is the same as the one
induced by the complex structure. When M is compact, the Poisson
structure near M is completely determined up to isomorphism by the
contact structure on M . In addition, when − logψ is plurisubharmonic
throughout X, and X is compact, bidifferential operators constructed by
Engliˇs for the Berezin-Toeplitz deformation quantization of X are smooth
up to the boundary. The proofs use a complex Lie algebroid determined
by the CR structure on M , along with some ideas of Epstein, Melrose,
and Mendoza concerning manifolds with contact boundary.
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1 Introduction
Let u be a real-valued function on a complex manifold X . The 2-form σ = σu =
i∂∂u is of type (1,1), real, and exact (since ∂∂ = d∂). In addition, σ(x, y) =
σ(Jx, Jy), where J is the complex structure viewed as an endomorphism of
TX , so the “hermitian hessian” bilinear form gu(x, y) = σ(x, Jy) is symmetric.
When gu is positive definite, u is said to be strongly plurisubharmonic.
In this case, gu is a Ka¨hler metric on X , and the form σ is nondegenerate, i.e.
symplectic. The function u is called aKa¨hler potential for gu. Conversely, the
Dolbeault lemma implies that any Ka¨hler metric on X arises from a potential
on a neighborhood of each point of X . While the local geometry of the Ka¨hler
metric depends very much on the choice of potential, the symplectic form has
no local invariants. (See [7] for global results about the symplectic geometry of
Ka¨hler manifolds with global potential functions.)
In this paper, we will investigate what happens when the complex manifold
X has a boundary M . The hyperplane field FM,X = TM ∩ JTM is called
the maximal complex subbundle of TM . A defining function for M is
a smooth nonnegative function ψ whose zero set is M , and which has no crit-
ical points on M . The restriction to FM,X of the hermitian hessian gψ is, up
to a positive conformal factor, independent of the choice of defining function.
The associated invariant object, a symmetric bilinear form with values in the
conormal bundle of M , is called the Levi form of M . M is called Levi non-
degenerate when this form is nondegenerate and strongly pseudoconvex
when it is negative definite. M is Levi nondegenerate if and only if FM,X is a
contact structure.
When M is strongly pseudoconvex, − logψ is strongly plurisubharmonic on
U \M for some neighborhood U ofM in X , and σ− logψ on U \M is a symplectic
structure which blows up alongM . We will show that the corresponding Poisson
structure π− logψ extends smoothly to M , along which it is zero.
In fact, using Epstein, Melrose and Mendoza’s [11] notion of Θ structure, we
will show that, whenever M is Levi nondegenerate, the local isomorphism type
of the Poisson structure π− logψ is independent of everything but the dimension
of X . The local model is Lebrun’s [22] Poisson structure on the normal bundle
to a contact structure, and equivalence with this model gives the smoothness of
π− logψ up to the boundary.
Contact structures also play a role in the global (onM) version of this result:
the germ alongM of the Poisson structure is determined, up to diffeomorphisms
fixing M , by the contact structure FM,X . Its isomorphism class is thus inde-
pendent of the choice of the defining function and of the choice of (compatible)
complex structure. Again, the model for π− logψ is given by LeBrun’s construc-
tion.
Similar results, for flows and infinitesimal deformations on pseudoconvex
manifolds, have been obtained by Kora´nyi and Reimann [21][29].
We turn next to quantization. When X is compact and ψ is strongly
plurisubharmonic throughout X , π− logψ is the semiclassical commutator of the
Berezin-Toeplitz deformation quantization product on X . The construction of
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this product involves the action of smooth functions on X by multiplication and
projection on a parameterized family of weighted Bergman spaces of holomor-
phic functions on the interior of X . The Berezin-Toeplitz product was analyzed
in the pseudoconvex setting by Engliˇs [8], following many earlier studies on
closed manifolds. He showed that the induced product on smooth functions has
an asymptotic expansion in the weight parameter; the terms in the expansion
are bidifferential operators whose coefficients are algebraic combinations of the
Ka¨hler metric, its curvature, and covariant derivatives thereof.
We will use the notion of complex Lie algebroid to show that all the
bidifferential operators in the Berezin-Toeplitz-Engliˇs quantization are smooth
up to the boundary. In fact, we will show something stronger. Karabegov [19]
has defined a notion of quantization with separation of variables on a Ka¨hler
manifold, and it is known that the Berezin-Engliˇs-Toeplitz quantization has
this property on the interior of X . We will extend Karabegov’s definition by by
introducing a notion of para-Ka¨hler structure on a complex Lie algebroid,
and we will show that the separation of variables property then holds up to the
boundary.
In the future, we plan to extend our results to more general manifolds,
replacing the global strongly plurisubharmonic function ψ by a family of local
functions obtained from a connection on a hermitian line bundle. These results
will be used in the proof of a topological formula for the relative index of CR
structures defined by Epstein [9] which was conjectured by Atiyah andWeinstein
[31]. (A proof of the conjecture by Epstein [10] has recently appeared, but his
methods are quite different from ours.)
2 Normal forms
For most of this section, we will forget about complex geometry and look at
what Epstein, Melrose, and Mendoza [11] call Θ-structures. M will now be the
boundary of any manifold X of real dimension 2n+ 2.
Definition 2.1 An EMM form is a 1-form Θ on X whose pullback to M is
a contact form.
Our model example of an EMM form will be the pullback to X = M × R+
of a contact form φ on M ; we identify M with the zero set of the coordinate
function r on R+ = [0,∞). The symplectic form d(Θ/r) blows up alongM , but
LeBrun [22] observed that the Poisson structure inverse to d(Θ/r) extends to a
smooth Poisson structure on M ×R+. If φ = du+
∑
pjdq
j in local coordinates
(u, q, p) on M , then, on M × R+,
d(Θ/r) = (1/r2)
[
−dr ∧
(
du +
∑
pjdq
j
)
+ rdpj ∧ dq
j
]
, (1)
3
and the Poisson structure corresponding1 to −d(Θ/r) is
Π = r
[(
r
∂
∂r
+
∑
pj
∂
∂pj
)
∧
∂
∂u
+
∑ ∂
∂qj
∧
∂
∂pj
]
. (2)
2.1 Local normal form
We will use the following local theorem in order to obtain a global normal form.
(It would be nice to get the global form all at once, but we do not know how to
do it.)
Theorem 2.2 Let Θ be an EMM form on the manifold X with boundary M ,
and let ψ be a defining function for the boundary. Then, near each m ∈ M ,
there exist local coordinates (q, p, u, r) on X in which ψ = r and d(Θ/ψ) has
the form (1) on the complement of M . In particular, −d(Θ/ψ) is symplectic on
the complement of M in a neighborhood of m in X; the corresponding Poisson
structure on this neighborhood has the local normal form (2).
Proof.We begin by setting r = ψ. By the Darboux theorem for contact 1-forms
[4], we may find local coordinates on M for which the pullback of Θ has the
expression du+pjdq
j . In fact, the pullback of Θ to each level of r nearM is still
a contact structure, so we may choose coordinates on all these levels, depending
smoothly on r, so that the pullbacks all have the same form. It follows that Θ
itself may be written as du + pjdq
j + adr, where a is a smooth function of all
the variables.
To eliminate the term adr, we use Moser’s method, i.e. constructing a
diffeomorphism (preserving r and fixed on M) by integrating a time-dependent
vector field Xt. As usual, we define Θt by interpolation as du + pjdq
j + tadr
and choose Xt to satisfy the condition Xt d(Θt/r) = −(a/r)dr. Now
d(Θt/r) =(1/r)dΘt − (1/r
2)dr ∧Θt (3)
=(1/r)(dpj ∧ dq
j + tda ∧ dr)− (1/r2)dr ∧ (du + pjdq
j + tadr).
If we take Xt to be a function ft(q, p, u, r) times the (Reeb) vector field ∂/∂u,
it will be tangent to the levels of r. Xt must satisfy the equation
Xt d(Θt/r) = (t/r)(ft ∂a/∂u) + (1/r)ft)dr = −(a/r)dr,
which has the solution ft = −ra/(1 + rt ∂a/∂u). The denominator is invertible
near M , and the factor of r in the numerator of ft insures that Xt vanishes
along M , in addition to being smooth and tangent to the levels of r.
✷
1There is a choice of sign when one says that a Poisson structure corresponds to a symplectic
structure. Unlike LeBrun [22], we use the convention in which dq ∧ dp corresponds to the
relation {q, p} = 1.
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2.2 Global normal form
To put Θ in normal form on a neighborhood of the entire boundary, we can
no longer fix the ψ levels, because the characteristic line element field of the
pullback of d(Θ/ψ) has a global dynamics which may vary from one ψ level
to another. This also makes it impossible to use the Darboux theorem as we
did for the local normal form. Instead, we use Gray’s theorem, which asserts
that deformations of a contact structure on a compact manifold are trivial. We
refer the reader to Cannas da Silva [4] for a proof, noting for use below that the
transformations in Gray’s theorem may easily be chosen to depend smoothly on
a parameter.
Like the local model, the global normal form comes from LeBrun [22]. For
any contact structure F ⊂ TM , the conormal bundle ν∗ = (TM/F )∗ may
be identified with the 1-dimensional subbundle of T ∗M consisting of all real
multiples of any contact form defining the contact structure. The pullback
to ν∗ of the canonical symplectic structure on T ∗M is nondegenerate on the
complement of the zero section of ν∗. We may identify this complement by
“inversion” with the complement of the zero section in the normal bundle ν =
TM/F . LeBrun shows that the Poisson structure corresponding to this form
on ν now extends smoothly over the zero section. When ν is oriented, a choice
of contact form identifies ν with M ×R, and the nonnegative normal bundle ν+
is identified with M × R+. The Poisson structure is given by (2).
Theorem 2.3 Let Θ be an EMM form for the manifold X with boundary M ,
and ψ a defining function for the boundary. Then a neighborhood of M in
X, with the structure corresponding to −d(Θ/ψ), is Poisson isomorphic to a
neighborhood of the zero section in the nonnegative normal bundle ν+, with the
LeBrun-Poisson structure associated to the contact structure induced by θ on
M .
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we will work with the 2-forms. Since the
diffeomorphism we construct will be smooth along the singular locus of these
forms, it will automatically be a Poisson isomorphism.
To begin, we identify both X near M and ν+ near the zero section with a
neighborhood of the zero section in the trivial bundle M ×R+. For ν+, we use
the trivialization of ν given by the contact form which is the pullback of Θ to
M . For X near M , we first arrange that the projection onto R is the given
function ψ, i.e. we set r = ψ; we then use Gray’s theorem to arrange that the
projection of each ψ level onto M is a contact diffeomorphism.
Let us write Θ0 for the standard form du+
∑
pjdq
j (independent of r) and
Θ1 for the given form. Since Θ1 defines the same contact structure as Θ0 on
each level of r, and it agrees with Θ0 on the zero level, Θ1 = Θ0 + a dr + brΘ0,
where a and b are smooth functions. As before, we linearly interpolate to get
Θt = Θ0+ ta dr+ tbrΘ0. Note for later use in this proof that these are all EMM
forms, so we can apply Theorem 2.2 to put them in local normal form.
Once again, we seek a time-dependent vector field Xt to generate our nor-
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malizing transformation. The required condition on this vector field is
Xt d(Θt/r) = −(a/r)dr + bΘ0.
The unique solution of this equation is (on the complement ofM) the contraction
of the right hand side with the Poisson structure corresponding to −d(Θt/r). We
already know from the local normal form that this Poisson structure vanishes
along M , so the contraction extends smoothly over M . It remains to show
that the contraction vanishes along M . For this, it suffices to show that the
contraction with dr vanishes to second order. But, from the local normal form
(2), we find immediately that, in normal form coordinates, this contraction is
equal to r2du, and our proof is complete.
✷
Remark 2.4 Although the normal form theorem above may suggest that the
LeBrun-Poisson structure is rigid with respect to arbitrary higher-order pertur-
bations, this is in fact not the case. For instance, when M is 1-dimensional, the
Poisson structure is simply Π = r2 ∂
∂r
∧ ∂
∂u
. This structure is exact in the sense
that there is a vector field ξ (namely ∂
∂r
) satisfying [ξ,Π] = Π, but the Poisson
structure (r2 + r3) ∂
∂r
∧ ∂
∂u
does not admit such a ξ if M is a circle. A related
fact is that (1/(r2 + r3))dr ∧ du is not d(Θ/r) for any EMM form Θ.
We also note the following relative form of Theorem 2.3.
Corollary 2.5 If Θ0 and Θ1 are EMM forms which agree to infinite order along
M , then there is a diffeomorphism germ on X along M which agrees with the
identity to infinite order along M and pulls back Θ1 to Θ0.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, we may assume that X = M × [0, 1) and that Θ0 is
the standard form. We then repeat the proof of Theorem 2.3; the functions a
and b vanish to infinite order along M , hence so does the vector field Xt which
generates the normalizing transformation.
✷
2.3 Application to pseudoconvex boundaries
Let X be a complex manifold with boundary M . By elementary calculus on
complex manifolds,
∂f =
1
2
(df + iJ∗df)
for any smooth function f , where J : TX → TX is the almost complex struc-
ture. It follows that
i∂∂(− logψ) = id∂(− logψ) =
1
2
d(J∗
dψ
ψ
) = d(
1
2
J∗dψ/ψ).
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Let ψ be a defining function for the boundary and set r = ψ and Θ = 12J
∗dψ.
We will show that Θ is an EMM form. In fact, in TMX , TM is kerdψ, so
kerΘ ∩ TM = kerJ∗dψ ∩ TM = J(ker dψ) ∩ TM = JTM ∩ TM = FM,X ,
the maximal complex subbundle of TM . Since M is Levi-nondegenerate, FM,X
is a contact structure, and hence Θ is an EMM form. It follows that all the
results of this section apply to the form σ− logψ and the corresponding Poisson
structure π− logψ.
We remark that our results correspond very closely to results on flows and
deformations due to Kora´nyi and Reimann [21] [29]. Since the Poisson structure
determines the contact structure on the boundary, our methods also give a sim-
ple proof of their (easier) converse result that a smooth map which is symplectic
on the interior must be contact on the boundary.
Here is a direct nondegeneracy proof which is independent of the normal
form theorem. It involves a volume element computation which we will use in
the proof of Proposition 4.7 below.
Proposition 2.6 Let ψ be a defining function for the boundary M of X. The
closed 2-form σ− logψ is nondegenerate on a neighborhood of M in the interior
of X if M is Levi-nondegenerate.
Proof. We compute:
(1/i)σ− logψ = ∂∂(− logψ) = −∂
(
∂ψ
ψ
)
=
−ψ∂∂ψ + ∂ψ ∧ ∂ψ
ψ2
.
Raising this 2-form to the n+ 1’st power gives
(
−
∂∂ψ
ψ
+
∂ψ ∧ ∂ψ
ψ2
)n+1
=
(
−
∂∂ψ
ψ
)n+1
+
(
−
∂∂ψ
ψ
)n
∧
∂ψ ∧ ∂ψ
ψ2
which is ψ−(n+2) times
ψ
(
−∂∂ψ
)n+1
+
(
−∂∂ψ
)n
∧ ∂ψ ∧ ∂ψ.
Our lemma will be proven if we can show that this form is nonzero near M
whenM is Levi-nondegenerate. Since the first term vanishes alongM it suffices
to show that the second is nonzero. Since ∂ψ ∧ ∂ψ is nonzero and annihilates
the contact structure FM,X , the nonvanishing of the term is equivalent to non-
degeneracy of the restriction to FM,X of
(
−∂∂ψ
)n
. But the latter is just the
2-form associated via J to the Levi form.
✷
Remark 2.7 There are natural 1-1 correspondences among several bundles
along the boundary M whose sections admit natural simple and transitive ac-
tions of the smooth positive functions on M .
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1. 1-jets along M of defining functions.
2. Sections of the conormal bundle TM⊥ ⊂ T ∗MX which are “positive” in the
sense that they take positive values on inward-pointing vectors in TMX.
3. Contact forms realizing the cooriented contact structure on M .
4. Volume elements on M compatible with the natural boundary orientation
of M .
The correspondence 1 ↔ 2 is almost tautological, since any section of the
conormal bundle may be realized as the derivative along M of a defining func-
tion. (For instance, if we multiply the defining function ψ by a positive function
λ, its differential along M is also multiplied by λ.) For 2 ↔ 3, we associate to
each positive section α of the conormal bundle the pullback to M of J∗α. (To
go in the other direction, we extend any contact form along M to a section of
T ∗MX by requiring it to annihilate JTM .) Finally, for 3 ↔ 4, we associate to
each contact form θ the volume element θ ∧ (dθ)n. Replacing θ by λ multiplies
the volume element by λn+1.
3 Geometry on complex Lie algebroids
Complex Lie algebroids were defined in [5] and have been studied in more detail
in [1] and [32]. In this section, we will review the definitions and use a com-
plex Lie algebroid to “regularize” the geometry of a complex manifold near a
pseudoconvex boundary.
3.1 Definition and first examples
We recall that a Lie algebroid over a smooth manifoldX is a real vector bundle
E overX with a Lie algebra structure (over R) on its sections and with a bundle
map ρ (called the anchor) from E to the tangent bundle TM , satisfying the
Leibniz rule
[a, fb] = f [a, b] + (ρ(a)f)b
for sections a and b and smooth functions f .
There is an analogous definition for complex manifolds, in which E is a
holomorphic vector bundle over X , and the Lie algebra structure is defined on
the sheaf of local sections. Such objects are called complex Lie algebroids by
Chemla [6], but, as in [5], we will reserve this term for the “hybrid” concept
defined below.
From now on, C∞(X) will denote the algebra of smooth complex-valued
functions on a manifold X .
Definition 3.1 A complex Lie algebroid over a smooth (real) manifold X
is a complex vector bundle E over X with a Lie algebra structure (over C) on
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its space E of sections and a bundle map ρ (called the anchor) from E to the
complexified tangent bundle TCX, satisfying the Leibniz rule
[a, fb] = f [a, b] + (ρ(a)f)b
for a and b in E and f in C∞(X).
A “trivial” class of complex Lie algebroids consists of the complexifications of
real Lie algebroids, such as TCX itself. More interesting are general “involutive
systems,” which are subbundles of TCX whose spaces of sections are closed
under the (complexified) bracket of vector fields. (Up to isomorphism, these are
just the complex Lie algebroids with injective anchor.) Among these are the
complex structures and CR structures. By a complex structure, we mean here a
subbundles of the form E = T 0,1J X = {v + iJv|v ∈ TX}, where J : TX → TX
is an integrable almost complex structure. These are characterized among all
complex subbundles by closure under bracket and the algebraic property that
TCM = E ⊕ E. By a CR structure, we mean an involutive system E for which
E ∩ E = {0} and E + E has codimension 1 in TCX . Any real hypersurface
M in a complex manifold X (such as a boundary) inherits a CR structure,
namely the intersection GM,X = TCM ∩ T
0,1
J X . (The problem of realizing a
given CR structure in this way has been crucial in the development of linear
PDE theory.) The sum GM,X ⊕ GM,X is the complexification of the maximal
complex subbundle FM,X .
The main example of our paper, introduced in Section 3.3, will not have an
injective anchor. However, its anchor will be bijective on an open dense subset
of the base manifold X , and the use of Lie algebroids with this property could
be viewed as an application of the method of moving frames, extended to allow
certain “singular” frame fields.
No discussion of complex Lie algebroids should fail to mention the important
example of generalized complex structures [15], [18], but having thus fulfilled
this obligation, we will not discuss them further.
3.2 Some constructions on complex Lie algebroids
Many notions can be extended from real to complex Lie algebroids without any
extra effort. Here are some which we will use later. Parts of this section are
almost transcribed verbatim from [26]. Note that all the constructions below
are local and may thus be carried out on the sheaf level.
Definition 3.2 Let (E, ρ, [, ]) be a complex Lie algebroid over X. The E-de
Rham complex (EΩ•(X),E d) is given by EΩ•(X) = Γ(∧•(E∗)), with
Edµ(a1, . . . , ak+1) =
∑
i
(−1)iρ(ai)µ(a1, . . . , aˆi, . . . , ak+1)+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+j−1µ([ai, aj ], a1, . . . , aˆi, . . . , aˆj , . . . , ak+1).
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Elements of the complex are called E-differential forms on X; the cohomology
of Ed is denoted by EH•(X) and is called the E-de Rham cohomology of X.
When E = TCX ,
EH•(X) is the usual de Rham cohomology of X with
complex coefficients.
Definition 3.3 An E-connection on a vector bundle F over X is a map
(a, γ) 7→ ∇aγ
from E × Γ(F ) to Γ(F ) which is C∞(X)-linear in a and satisfies the Leibniz
rule
∇afγ = f∇aγ + (ρ(a)f)γ
for f ∈ C∞(X). Equivalently, an E-connection on F is a map ∇ : Γ(F ) →
Γ(E∗ ⊗ F ) satisfying ∇(fγ) = f∇γ +E df ⊗ γ.
Like an ordinary linear connection, an E-connection extends to a map
∇ : Γ(∧•(E∗)⊗ F )→ Γ(∧∗+1(E∗)⊗ F ).
The square of this extended operator is given by ∇2γ = R ∧ γ, where the
curvature R is the element of ∧2(E∗)⊗ End(F ) defined by
R(a, b) = ∇a∇b −∇b∇a −∇[a,b].
When the curvature is zero, the connection is also called a representation of
E on F .
When F = E, we may also define the torsion of ∇ by the formula: T (a, b) =
∇ab −∇ba− [a, b]. As in the case of the tangent bundle, the torsion is a skew-
symmetric tensor, i.e. a section of ∧2(E∗) ⊗ E. The usual construction of the
Levi-Civita connection applies, so that, given a field of nondegenerate symmetric
inner products on E, there is a unique connection without torsion which is
compatible with the inner product.
Example 3.4 The flat “Bott connection” on the normal bundle to a foliation
is the linearization of the holonomy. But the construction is purely formal
and can be extended to the situation where E′ is any subalgebroid of a Lie
algebroid E. Namely, we define an E′-connection on the quotient vector bundle
E/E′ by the rule ∇a < b >=< [a, b] >, where a and b are sections of E and
< · > denotes the equivalence class modulo E′. (We use angled instead of the
usual square brackets for the equivalence class to avoid confusion with the Lie
algebroid operation.) It is straightforward to check that this ∇ is a Lie algebroid
representation.
We note that ∇ can be seen as the representation on homology, as in Ap-
pendix A of [13], associated to a natural representation up to homotopy of E
on the short complex of Lie algebroids 0→ E′ → E → 0
We also introduce a universal enveloping object first defined in a slightly
different way by Rinehart [30].
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Definition 3.5 Let (E, ρ, [, ]) be a complex Lie algebroid on X, and T the free
associative (i.e. tensor) algebra with generators in C∞(X) (of degree 0) and
Γ(E) (of degree 1). The algebra EOp of E-differential operators on X is defined
as T /I, where I is the two-sided ideal of T generated by elements of the form
f ⊗ g − fg,
f ⊗ a− fa,
a⊗ b− b⊗ a− [a, b],
and
a⊗ (fb)− (fa)⊗ b− (ρ(a))f)b,
for a, b ∈ E and f, g ∈ C∞(X).
The grading of T defines a filtration EOpn of
EOp, and the following result
is a straightforward application of Theorem 3.1 in [30].
Lemma 3.6 For any complex Lie algebroid (E, ρ, [, ]) over X, there is a natural
isomorphism GrEOp(X) ≃ Γ(X,S(E)), where S(E) is the bundle of symmetric
algebras on the fibres of E. In particular, the algebra C∞(X) may be identified
with a subalgebra of EOp.
Following Calaque [3], we may also introduce the space of E-polydifferential
(or multi-differential) operators with its Gerstenhaber bracket operation. (This
structure was already suggested by Xu [34] and used implicitly by Nest and
Tsygan [26].)
The usual jet spaces of functions on X are not sensitive enough to the action
of E, since sections of the isotropy act trivially, so we must use the following
generalization.
Definition 3.7 Let (E, ρ, [, ]) be a complex Lie algebroid over X. The space of
E-jets on X is the linear space EJ (X) = HomC∞(X)(
EOp(X), C∞(X)).
In the real case, the E-jets may be identified with the jets of functions along
the units of a (local) groupoid integrating E. A similar identification also works
in the complex case, though the integration in the sense of [32] may be only
formal.
The complex analog of Proposition 2.7 in [26] is:
Proposition 3.8 EJ (X) introduced in Definition 3.7 is the space of global sec-
tions of a profinite-dimensional vector bundle EJets.
We define the “Grothendieck connection” ∇G : E ×EJ (X)→EJ (X) by
(∇G(a)(l))(D) = a(l(D))− l(a(D)),
for l ∈ Γ(EJets)(=EJ (X)), a ∈ E and D ∈E Op(X). As in the real case, this is
a flat connection.
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3.3 A natural complex Lie algebroid on a complex mani-
fold with boundary
We introduce here the complex Lie algebroid which will be central in what
follows. Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n + 1 with boundary M ,
and let EM,X be the space of complex vector fields on X (i.e. sections of TCX)
whose values along M lie in the induced CR structure GM,X . EM,X is a module
over C∞(X) and is closed under bracket. lemma shows that EM,X may be
identified with the space with the space of sections of a complex Lie algebroid
EM,X .
Lemma 3.9 EM,X is a locally free C
∞(X)-module.
Proof. Away from the boundary, EM,X is the same as TCM , hence locally free.
Near a boundary point, we may choose a local basis v1, . . . , vn of GM,X , which
we then extend to a linearly independent set of sections of T 0,1X , still denoted
by vj, defined in an open subset of X . We leave the name of the open subset
unspecified and will shrink it as necessary. Let vj be the complex conjugate of
vj . These vectors all annihilate ψ on M ; there is no obstruction to having them
annihilate ψ everywhere. Next, we choose a local section v0 of T
0,1X such that
v0 · ψ = 1, and we let v0 be its conjugate. This gives a local basis (v, v) for the
complex vector fields. Such a vector field belongs to EM,X if and only if, when
it is expanded with respect to this basis, the coefficients of v0 and all the vj
vanish along M . Since this means that all these coefficients are divisible by ψ
with smooth quotient, we get a local basis (u, u′) for EM,X by setting u
′
0 = ψv0,
u′j = vj for j = 1, . . . , n, and uj = ψvj for j = 0, . . . , n.
✷
The local basis (u, u′) constructed in the proof above may be thought of as a
moving frame, some of whose entries vanish alongM . The crucial property here
is that the structure functions which express Lie brackets in the given frame are
smooth up to M .
We note that the complex conjugates of the basis vectors are u0 = u
′
0 and
uj = ψu
′
j for j = 1, . . . , n. The Lie algebroid EM,X does not admit an operation
of complex conjugation.
We will also use the coframe (θ, θ′) dual to (u, u′). Denoting by (γ, γ)
the basis of complex-valued 1-forms dual to (v, v), we find that γ0 = ∂ψ
and γ0 = ∂ψ. For the vector bundle E∗M,X dual to EM,X , we get the lo-
cal basis of sections θj = (1/ψ)γj for j = 0, . . . , n (so that θ0 = ∂(log |ψ|),
θ′0 = (1/ψ)γ0 = (1/ψ)∂ψ = ∂(log |ψ|), and θ′j = γj for j = 1, . . . , n. The
complex conjugates are θ0 = θ′0 and θj = (1/ψ)θ′j for j = 1, . . . , n.
The coframe (θ, θ′) is an ordinary coframe on the interior of X . Some of
these forms blow up along M , but the structure functions which express the
exterior differentials of these forms in terms of the coframe are smooth up to
M .
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3.4 Para-Ka¨hler Lie algebroids
Recall that a pseudo-Ka¨hler structure on a manifold X is a symplectic structure
together with a totally complex polarization. This means that we have a (real)
nondegenerate closed 2-form ω on X and an integrable subbundle T 0,1X of
TCX which is isotropic with respect to the complex extension of ω and for which
TCX = T 0,1X⊕T
0,1X . We write T 1,0X for T 0,1X. The structure is Ka¨hler when
the nondegenerate quadratic form g defined on T 1,0X by g(u, v) = ω(u, Jv) is
positive definite.
Thinking of a general complex Lie algebroid E over X as a substitute for
TCX , it is natural to try to define an analogous notion of Ka¨hler structure, but
we lack the operation of complex conjugation. On the other hand, the study of
pseudo-Ka¨hler structures often makes little or no use of the quadratic form g,
but only of the nondegenerate pairing between T 1,0X and T 0,1X defined by the
restriction of the symplectic form. We are thus dealing with a generalization (by
complexification and passing from tangent bundles to general Lie algebroids) of
the so-called “para-Ka¨hler” [23] or “bilagrangian” [17] structures, which consist
of a symplectic form together with a transverse pair of lagrangian foliations.
The following definitions are useful in both the real and complex cases.
Definition 3.10 A [complex] symplectic Lie algebroid is a [complex] Lie
algebroid E together with an E-differential 2-form ω which is Ed closed and
nondegenerate. A polarization of (E,ω) is a lagrangian subalgebroid of E, i.e.
a subbundle which is closed under brackets and maximal isotropic with respect
to ω. A [complex] para-Ka¨hler Lie algebroid is a [complex] symplectic Lie
algebroid with a splitting E = E1,0⊕E0,1 as the direct sum of two polarizations.
Remark 3.11 The restriction of ω to E1,0 × E0,1 is a nondegenerate pairing
which we will continue to denote by ω. This pairing is also the restriction of a
unique symmetric inner product on E for which E1,0 and E0,1 are isotropic.
Example 3.12 The complex Lie algebroid EM,X of Section 3.3 is naturally
split as a direct sum E1,0M,X ⊕E
0,1
M,X . Sections of E
1,0
M,X are fields of holomorphic
tangent vectors which vanish on the boundary, while sections of E0,1M,X are fields
of antiholomorphic tangent vectors which are tangent to the boundary.2 Near
the boundary, the sections of the two summands are spanned by the θj and θ′j
respectively, for j = 0, . . . , n.
In Section 3.6, we will construct a complex symplectic structure for which
these summands become lagrangian.
3.5 The para-Ka¨hler connection
The complexification of the Levi-Civita connection on a pseudo-Ka¨hler mani-
fold has many nice properties with respect to the splitting of the complexified
tangent bundle into its holomorphic and antiholomorphic summands. In fact,
2In the language of [24], we are dealing with a hybrid of the 0-calculus and the b-calculus.
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it can be constructed directly from this splitting and from the pairing given
by the complexified symplectic structure. By imitating this construction, we
may construct on any para-Ka¨hler Lie algebroid E a torsion free E-connection
which is compatible with the para-Ka¨hler structure. (There is in fact just one
connection with these properties.) In the case of a bilagrangian manifold, the
construction yields the bilagrangian connection of Hess [17], and in fact, beyond
a change of terminology, there is nothing we do here which is not taken from
this special case.
Proposition 3.13 Let (E = E1,0 ⊕ E0,1, ω) be a para-Ka¨hler Lie algebroid.
There is a unique torsion-free E-connection ∇ on E for which covariant differ-
entiation leaves the para-Ka¨hler structure invariant; i.e. for any a, b, c ∈ Γ(E),
∇a leaves the splitting invariant, and ρ(a)(ω(b, c)) = ω(∇ab, c)+ω(b,∇ac). The
curvature of this connection ∇ is in (E1,0
∗
∧ E0,1
∗
)⊗ End(E).
Proof. Our connection ∇ will be built from two flat partial connections on E
defined on the summands.
First, identifying E0,1 with E/E1,0, we have via Example 3.4 an E1,0-
connection on E0,1. Writing p1,0 and p0,1 for the projection maps associated to
the splitting of E, we therefore have
∇ab
′ = p0,1[a, b′]
for a ∈ Γ(E1,0) and b′ ∈ Γ(E0,1).
This partial connection induces a connection on the dual bundle to E0,1,
which we identify with E1,0 via the pairing ω. The resulting E1,0-connection
on E1,0 is determined by the equation
ω(∇ab, c
′) = ρ(a)(ω(b, c′)− ω(b, [a, c′]).
We recall that ρ is the anchor of the Lie algebroid and that we may omit the
projection from the last term because E1,0 is isotropic for ω.
Putting together these two pieces, we get an E1,0 connection ∇1,0 on E
which is clearly compatible with the para-Ka¨hler structure.
Now we may interchange the two summands and repeat everything above
to get the required E0,1 connection ∇0,1 on E, and then assemble everything
to get the required E-connection on E. We leave to the reader the exercise of
verifying (using the fact that ω is a closed 2-form), that this connection has zero
torsion.
By the Jacobi identity for E1,0 and E0,1 vector fields, we find that the
curvatures of the connections∇1,0 and ∇0,1 in (∧2(E1,0
∗
)+∧2(E0,1
∗
))⊗End(E)
vanish. This implies that the curvature R of the E-connection ∇ = ∇1,0+∇0,1
is a (1, 1) form.
✷
We call this connection the para-Ka¨hler connection.
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Remark 3.14 A remark made in [12] is still valid here: the para-Ka¨hler con-
nection is the Levi-Civita connection of the symmetric inner product of Remark
3.11. This must be so, since the Levi-Civita connection is unique, and the
symmetric inner product, being built in a canonical way from the para-Ka¨hler
structure, must be invariant under the para-Ka¨hler connection.
Given bases ξ0, . . . , ξn and ξ
′
0, . . . , ξ
′
n of E
1,0 and E0,1 respectively, we will
write ωij = ω(ξi, ξ
′
j) and π
ij for the inverse matrix. We may expand the brackets
between summands as [ξi, ξ
′
j ] = m
k
ijξk +m
′k
ijξ
′
k. It is straightforward to derive
the following formulas for the para-Ka¨hler connection.
∇ξiξj = π
lk(ρ(ξi)ωjl − ωjpm
′p
il)ξ
′
k
∇ξiξ
′
j = m
′k
ijξk.
In the usual pseudo-Ka¨hler case, we can choose ξi = ∂/∂z
i and ξ′i = ∂/∂z
i
to make all the brackets vanish, in which case we get the familiar formulas
∇ξiξj = π
lk(∂ωjl/∂z
i)ξk.
∇ξiξ
′
j = 0.
On the other hand, in any para-Ka¨hler Lie algebroid, we may choose the
bases ξ0, . . . , ξn and ξ
′
0, . . . , ξ
′
n to be dual to one another with respect to the
pairing, so that ωij and π
ij are identity matrices. Then we get
∇ξiξj =
∑
k
−m′
j
ikξk,
∇ξiξ
′
j =
∑
k
m′
j
ikξ
′
k.
As a result of the above observation, we see that all the calculations of Ka¨hler
geometry can be carried out in an arbitrary para-Ka¨hler Lie algebroid. This has
the following consequence.
Corollary 3.15 Let X be a manifold (possibly with boundary), E → X a para-
Ka¨hler Lie algebroid whose anchor ρ : E → TCX is invertible on an open dense
subset U ⊂ X. Suppose that the induced para-Ka¨hler structure on TCU comes
from a pseudo-Ka¨hler structure on U . Then all contravariant tensors and multi-
differential operators on U which are constructed from the complex structure,
the pseudo-Ka¨hler metric, its curvature and covariant derivatives thereof are
the image under ρ of smooth objects defined on all of E. In particular, they
extend smoothly from U to X.
Remark 3.16 One may apply this corollary to the Berezin transform and all
the coefficients in the Berezin and Berezin-Toeplitz products, as analyzed by En-
gliˇs. This proves smoothness up to the boundary of these constructions without
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any extra work. Also, we can get smoothness of the canonical form (see Propo-
sition 4.7), since it is the Ricci form of the canonical connection. However, to
identify the Berezin-Toeplitz product with an E-product in Theorem 4.9, we
need the machinery of formal integrals used by Karabegov and Schlichenmaier
[20].
Remark 3.17 It is a much more delicate problem to decide, when the pseudo-
Ka¨hler structure on U is positive definite, whether elliptic analysis can be used as
in the compact Ka¨hler setting to get results valid on all ofX . For instance, under
what conditions on the singularities of ρ does the deformation quantization with
separation of variables, which extends smoothly to X , arise from a Berezin-
Toeplitz symbol calculus as is the case in Theorem 4.9 below?
3.6 The para-Ka¨hler Lie algebroid near a pseudoconvex
boundary
We return to our study of the Poisson geometry of a complex manifold X with
pseudoconvex boundary X , now using the complex Lie algebroid EM,X . We
begin by showing that the symplectic structure σ− logψ, which is singular along
M , is perfectly regular as an EM,X -symplectic structure.
Theorem 3.18 The pullback of σ− logψ to EM,X is a smooth section of
∧2
E∗M,X .
This section is nondegenerate along M , hence on a neighborhood of M , if and
only if M is Levi-nondegenerate.
Proof. We will express σ− logψ in terms of our bases of sections of T
∗
C
X and
E∗M,X . First of all, with sums over repeated indices ranging from 1 to n, we
have
∂∂ψ = aγ0 ∧ γ0 + bkγ
0 ∧ γk + bkγ
k ∧ γ0 + cjkγ
j ∧ γk,
where a is real and the matrix cjk is hermitian; it is the matrix of the Levi form.
From this we get
(1/i)σ− logψ = −(1/ψ)(aγ
0∧γ0+bkγ
0∧γk+bkγ
k∧γ0+cjkγ
j∧γk)+(1/ψ2)γ0∧γ0
= −(1/ψ)(aψθ0∧ψθ′0+bkψθ
0∧θ′k+bkψθ
k∧ψθ′0+cjkψθ
j∧θ′k)+(1/ψ2)ψθ0∧ψθ′0
= (1− ψa)θ0 ∧ θ′0 − bkθ
0 ∧ θ′k + bkψθ
k ∧ θ′0 − cjkθ
j ∧ θ′k.
Along M , where ψ = 0, this becomes
θ0 ∧ (θ′0 − bkθ
′k)− cjkθ
j ∧ θ′k.
This is clearly smooth as a section of
∧2
E∗M,X , and its nondegeneracy is equiv-
alent to that of the matrix cjk, i.e. to that of the Levi form.
✷
We get another proof of the smooth extension theorem obtained earlier from
normal form theory.
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Corollary 3.19 The Poisson structure π− logψ obtained by inverting σ− logψ
near M extends smoothly over M .
Proof. On the complement of M , near M , this Poisson structure is the push-
forward of the section of
∧2
EM,X obtained by inverting the pullback of ω− logψ.
We have just seen that the inverse of this pullback extends smoothly over M ,
hence so does its push-forward.
✷
We next turn to the hermitian hessian itself, related to the 2-form σ− logψ
by the formula
g− logψ(x, y) = σ− logψ(x, Jy).
The following result is part of a classical lemma usually attributed to Oka and
Lelong.
Proposition 3.20 If ψ is any defining function for the strongly pseudoconvex
boundary M of X, then − logψ is strongly plurisubharmonic (i.e. g− logψ is
positive definite) on the complement of M in some neighborhood of M in X.
Proof. The quadratic form q(x) = g− logψ(x, x) is expressed in terms of the
components of x in our special basis by
q(x) = −(1/ψ)(aγ0(x)γ0(x) − bkγ
0(x)γk(x)− bkγ
k(x)γ0(x)− cjkγ
j(x)γk(x))
+(1/ψ2)γ0(x)γ0(x).
The corresponding hermitian matrix is the positive function 1/ψ2 times the
(1+n)× (1+n) block matrix with 1−ψa in the upper left hand corner, −ψcjk
in the lower right block, and −ψbk and its adjoint in the off diagonal row and
column. Since cjk is the matrix of the Levi form, it is negative definite when
M is strongly pseudoconvex. By the Sylvester criterion (hermitian version), the
entire matrix will be positive definite if its determinant is positive. Expanding
this determinant (if we ignore the overall factor 1/ψ2) in minors of the top
row, we obtain ψn times the determinant of −cjk plus terms divisible by ψ
n+1.
Sufficiently close to the boundary, the sum must be positive.
✷
Proposition 3.21 If (with notation as above) the function − logψ is strictly
plurisubharmonic throughout the interior of X, then the Ka¨hler metric g− logψ
on the interior of X extends to a para-Ka¨hler Lie algebroid structure on EM,X .
Proof. We have only to show that the summands in the splitting of Exam-
ple 3.12 are lagrangian with respect to the symplectic form. But this follows
immediately by continuity from the corresponding fact on the interior.
✷
The nondegenerate pairing ωE1,0M,X×E
0,1
M,X → C is given in our basis of sections
by
β = (1 − ψa)θ0 ⊗ θ′0 − bkθ
0 ⊗ θ′k + bkψθ
k ⊗ θ′0 − cjkθ
j ⊗ θ′k.
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4 Quantization
Deformation quantization on closed Ka¨hler manifolds can be accomplished as
a by-product of Berezin-Toeplitz quantization. See, for instance, [2] [16] and
references therein.3 On the other hand, Karabegov [19] studied special for-
mal deformation quantization adapted to the Ka¨hler structure, and he and
Schlichenmaier [20] linked the two approaches.
In this section, we will show how to extend the work cited above to the
case of Ka¨hler manifolds with pseudoconvex boundary, using para-Ka¨hler Lie
algebroids.
4.1 Definitions
We start with the “complexification” of a basic definition of Nest and Tsygan
[26] (suggested already by Xu [34]).
Definition 4.1 Let (E,ω) be a complex symplectic Lie algebroid over X. An
E-star product on X is a formal series of E-bidifferential operators
B = 1⊗ 1 +
∑
k≥1
(i~)kBk, Bk ∈
EOp(X)⊗EOp(X),
which is associative in the sense that the Gerstenhaber bracket [B,B] is equal
to zero, and for which the antisymmetrization of B1 is the E-bivector field π
inverse to ω.
Pushing B forward by the anchor of E, we obtain a formal series of (TCX)-
bidifferential operators which gives a star-product ⋆ for the Poisson structure
which is the push-forward of π.
Now we extend to the para-Ka¨hler case the notion of quantization with
separation of variables.
Definition 4.2 If E is a para-Ka¨hler Lie algebroid, we call an E-star prod-
uct bipolarized if the bidifferential operators Bk all belong to
E1,0Op(X) ⊗
E0,1Op(X).
A bipolarized E-star product has the property that f ⋆ g = fg whenever
f is an antiholomorphic function or g is holomorphic. When the anchor of E
is injective, even on a dense subset of X , this property implies that the star
product is bipolarized. In the Ka¨hler case, this means that, after changing the
sign of the complex structure (or replacing the product by its opposite), we are
dealing with a star product with separation of variables in the sense of [19].
3This work applies only to the case where the symplectic structure is integral, but Melrose
[25] has shown how to extend the method to the non-integral case.
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4.2 Bipolarized star products
Nest and Tsygan [26] showed that the quantization method of Fedosov [14] ex-
tends immediately to (real) symplectic Lie algebroids to produce “Weyl-type”
star products. Their extension works for complex Lie algebroids as well. On
the other hand, Neumaier [27] showed that, when one starts the Fedosov con-
struction with a “bipolarized” symplectic connection (such as the Levi-Civita
connection for a pseudo-Ka¨hler manifold) and a “(anti)Wick-type” bipolarized
product on the tangent spaces, the resulting star-product is bipolarized. In this
section, we combine the two constructions above to obtain bipolarized E-star
products on para-Ka¨hler Lie algebroids.
The idea of the construction of the E-star products can be summarized as
follows.
In this paragraph, we “assume” that our para-Ka¨hler Lie algebroid (as a
complex Lie algebroid) can be “integrated” to a s-connected “groupoid”G⇒ X ,
which is a “mystery” to the authors. The sections of our Lie algebroid can be
viewed as left G invariant vector fields along the s−fibers of G. The symplectic
Lie algebroid structure defines a G−invariant para-Ka¨hler structure on each
s−fiber. Therefore, each s-fiber of G becomes a para-Ka¨hler manifold and in
particular a symplectic manifold. G is canonically foliated by the s−fibers with
equal dimensions, and therefore becomes a regular Poisson manifold, and X is
a complete transversal to this foliation. A para-Ka¨hler connection on X can
be lifted to a G-invariant symplectic connection on G. Given a “symplectic
connection” on a regular Poisson manifold, we can use Fedosov’s construction
(Neumaier’s construction in [27]) to obtain a star product on G. Since the
para-Ka¨hler form and the para-Ka¨hler connection are both G-invariant, this
product we obtain on G is also G−invariant, and therefore can be expressed by
a G-invariant bidifferential operator on G, which is a Lie algebroid bidifferential
operator and actually bipolarized if the characteristic form is bipolarized.
The construction described in the above has one flaw that we have assumed
a complex Lie algebroid can be integrated. We can pass by this issue by working
with the E−jets introduced in Definition 3.7, which can be viewed as the infinity
jets of smooth functions on G restricted to X . The Grothendieck connection
defines a natural lift of the Lie algebroid action to the infinity jets. Therefore,
we can construct a bipolarized star product by working with E−jets.
We begin our construction with the fibrewise anti-Wick product. Let E be a
para-Ka¨hler Lie algebroid over X . Then each fibre Ex has a natural translation-
invariant para-Kh¨ler structure given by the symplectic form and the lagrangian
subspaces E1,0x and E
0,1
x . Given a basis ξ0, . . . , ξn ∈ E
1,0, ξ′0, . . . , ξ
′
n ∈ E
0,1
and the dual basis θ0, . . . , θn ∈ E0,1
∗
, θ′
0
, . . . , θ′
n
∈ E1,0
∗
, ω is expressed as
ωijθ
i ∧ θ′
j
.
We define a bipolarized star product on the algebra
Wx
def
= C[η0, . . . , ηn, η′0, . . . , η′n][[~]]
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of C[[~]]-valued polynomial functions on Ex by:
f ∗ g
def
= exp(−
i~
2
πij
∂
∂η′i
⊗
∂
∂ηj
)(f ⊗ g), (4)
where (πij) is the inverse matrix to (ωij). Taking a union of the algebras
Wx, x ∈ X , we obtain a formal anti-Wick algebra bundle W .
In the following, we adapt Fedosov’s construction of star product symplectic
manifolds to our situation.
The para-Ka¨hler connection introduced in Section 3.5 naturally lifts to a
connection denoted ∇lc on the anti-Wick algebra bundle W .
Definition 4.3 A Fedosov connection on W is a flat connection D on W of the
form D = ∇lc + A, with A ∈ Ω1(M,End(W)) and D2(a) = i
~
[Ω, a] = 0, ∀a ∈
Γ(W). Ω is a C[[~]]-valued 2-form and usually called the Weyl curvature of the
connection D.
The following theorem is an extension of Fedosov’s Theorem on symplectic
manifolds to para-Ka¨hler manifolds..
Theorem 4.4 Let µ be an element of −ω + ~E
1,0
Ω1(X,C) ∧ E
0,1
Ω1(X,C)[[~]]
such that dµ = 0. Then exists a End(W)-valued E-form Aµ on X such that
∇µ = ∇
lc+Aµ defines a Fedosov connection on W with ∇µAµ+
1
2 [Aµ, Aµ] = µ.
The complex (EΩ(X,W),∇µ) and (
EΩ(X,EJets⊗W),∇G + ∇µ) are acyclic
in the positive dimension.
Proof . The proof of this theorem is an application of Fedosov’s iteration
method. The following construction is a generalization of Theorem 3.1 in [27].
We outline the main steps in the following, and the omit the detail check.
Notice that the anti-Wick algebra is naturally graded by the sum of the de-
gree of the polynomial and the power of ~. And therefore, the algebra EΩ(X,W)
is graded by the total degree, which is denoted by “deg”. Following Fedosov
[14], we introduce operations δ and δ−1 on EΩ(X,W), as follows:
δ(a) =
∑
i
(θi ∧
∂
∂ηi
a+ θ′
i
∧
∂
∂η′i
a)
δ−1(a) =
1
deg(a)
∑
i
(ηi · ιθia+ η
′i · ιθ′ia),
for homogeneous a ∈ EΩ(X,W) with positive degree. We look for Aµ of the
form −δ + i
~
[rµ, ·], where rµ is in
EΩ1(X,W) with total degree 5.
According to∇µAµ+
1
2 [Aµ, Aµ] = µ, rµ is the unique solution of the following
equations
δrµ = −ω +∇
lcrµ +
i
~
rµ ∗ rµ +R
lc − µ, δ−1(rµ) = 0, (5)
where Rlc is the curvature of ∇lc, which is in E1,0
∗
∧ E0,1
∗
.
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The solution of Equation (5) can be obtained by the following iteration.
rµ = δ
−1(r0) + δ
−1(∇lcrµ +
i
~
rµ ∗ rµ),
where r0 = −ω +R
lc − µ.
✷
By the flat connection∇µ constructed in Theorem 4.4, we have isomorphisms
τ : C∞(X)[[~]]→ Ker(∇µ|EΩ0(X,W)), (6)
and
(EJ (X))→ Ker((∇G +∇µ)|EΩ0(X,EJets⊗EW)). (7)
By the isomorphism (7), the fiberwise product on EΩ0(X,E Jets ⊗E W )
defines an associative product ∗ on the space of E-jets. By the duality between
the space of E-jets and EOp(X), the product ∗ defines a left C∞(X)-module
map χ : EOp(X) → EOp(X) ⊗C∞(X)
EOp(X), i.e. l1 ∗ l2(D) = l1 ⊗ l2(χ(D)).
In particular, evaluating χ on the constant function 1 in EOp(X), we obtain an
E−bidifferential operator χ(1).
By arguments as in Theorem 4.3 of [26], we have that χ(1) ∈ EOp(X) ⊗
EOp(X) defines an associative E−star product.
Lemma 4.5
For any E−jet f constant along E1,0 in an open set U of X, χ(1)(f, g)|U =
f ∗ g|U = fg|U , ∀g ∈
EJ (X).
For any E−jet g constant along E0,1 in an open set V of X, χ(1)(f, g)|V =
f ∗ g|V = fg|V , ∀f ∈
EJ (X).
Proof . When E1,0 and E0,1 are the holomorphic and anti holomorphic tangent
bundle of a Ka¨hler manifold, Lemma 4.5 is Proposition 4.4 of [27]. The present
case is a small generalization thereof. In the following, we sketch the proof.
We study the isomorphism (6) in more detail. Let fˆ denote the lifting of an
E−jet f to a flat section in EΩ0(X,E Jets⊗EW). fˆ is the only solution of the
differential equation ∇µfˆ = 0 with fˆ |ηi=η′i=0 = f . We write fˆ =
∑
k fˆ
(k) into a
direct sum of its homogeneous degree = k component. fˆ (k) can be constructed
through the following iteration,
fˆ0 = f,
fˆ (p) = δ−1
(
∇lcfˆ (p) +
i
~
p−1∑
k=0
[r(k+2)µ , fˆ
(p−k)]
)
,
(8)
where r
(k+2)
µ is the degree k + 2 component of rµ.
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The product ∗ on EJ (X) is then defined to be f ∗ g
def
= σ(fˆ ◦ gˆ), where
σ : EΩ
0
(X,E Jets⊗E W)→ Ω∗(X,EJets) by setting all ηi, η′i equal 0 and ◦ is
the fiberwise multiplication in EΩ0(X,E Jets⊗E W).
To prove Lemma 4.5, we look at each fiber W of the bundleW . In Equation
(4), we notice that the product ∗ in the first component only involves η′, and in
the second component only involves η. Due to this property of ∗, we introduce
on W a projection τ1,0 : W → W onto the component of C(η′
0
, · · · , η′
n
)[[~]],
the (1, 0) component, and a projection τ0,1 : W → W onto the component of
C(η0, · · · , ηn)[[~]], the (0, 1) component. τ1,0, and τ0,1 lifts onto W naturally,
and denote the composition of τ1,0 and fˆ by fˆ1,0 and similarly the composition
of τ0,1 and gˆ by gˆ0,1.
We observe that f ∗ g can be rewritten as σ(τ1,0(fˆ) ◦ τ0,1(gˆ)), and therefore
it is enough to construct fˆ1,0 and gˆ0,1 to compute f ∗ g. Following the idea of
Proposition 4.2, [27], we can restrict to E1,0 and E0,1 to calculate fˆ1,0 and gˆ0,1.
They can be constructed by the following iterations analogous to (8).
fˆ1,0 = f + δ−11,0(∇
lc
1,0fˆ
1,0 +
1
~
τ1,0(fˆ1,0 ◦ r1,0µ )),
gˆ0,1 = g + δ−10,1(∇
lc
0,1gˆ
0,1 +
1
~
τ0,1(gˆ0,1 ◦ r0,1µ )),
where ∇lc1,0,∇
lc
0,1, and r
1,0
µ , r
0,1
µ are the restrictions of ∇ and rµ to their compo-
nents in E1,0 and E0,1.
With the formulas above, it is straightforward to check that if f is con-
stant along E1,0, the fˆ1,0 = f and f ⋆ g = fg, and the same holds for the
E0,1−component. ✷
Proposition 4.6 The isomorphisms (6) and (7) define a bipolarized E-defor-
mation of a para-Ka¨hler Lie algebroid.
Proof . We need to show that χ(1) ∈ E
1,0
Op(X) ⊗ E
0,1
Op(X), but this is
implied by Lemma 4.5.
✷
4.3 Strictly pseudoconvex boundary of a complex mani-
fold
Corollary 3.19 shows that the para-Ka¨hler Lie algebroid associated to the bound-
ary of a complex domain has a polarized E-star product. On the other hand, in
[8], Engliˇs constructed a differential star product on a bounded pseudoconvex
domain by Berezin-Toeplitz quantization. In this subsection, we identify Engliˇs’
star product with what we constructed in Corollary 3.19.
Engliˇs’ Berezin-Toeplitz quantization is an example of a deformation quan-
tization with separation of variables. In Theorem 5.9 [20], Karabegov and
Schlichenmaier identified the opposite of the Berezin-Toeplitz star product with
a star product with separation of variables whose Karabegov form is equal to
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− 1
i~
ω+ ωcan and characteristic form is
1
i~
ω− ωcan2i , where ωcan is the curvature
form of the canonical line bundle.
Proposition 4.7 Near the boundary M of a pseudoconvex domain X, the ca-
nonical form ωcan pulls back to a smooth section of E
1,0∗
M,X ⊗ E
0,1∗
M,X .
Proof. According to the definition given in [20], ωcan is equal to −i∂∂ν, where
in+1eνdzdz¯ is the symplectic volume. (We write dz for dz1 · · · dzn+1.) To calcu-
late ωcan, we follow the calculation in Proposition 2.6, where the volume form
is shown to be
(
−
∂∂ψ
ψ
+
∂ψ ∧ ∂ψ
ψ2
)n+1
=
(
−
∂∂ψ
ψ
)n+1
+
(
−
∂∂ψ
ψ
)n
∧
∂ψ ∧ ∂ψ
ψ2
.
This form can be written as ψ−n−2
det(ψ∂i∂jψ−∂iψ∂jψ)
ψn
dzdz¯. It has been shown
in Theorem 3.18 that ν0 =
det(ψ∂i∂jψ−∂iψ∂jψ)
ψn
is nonzero and smooth up to the
boundary. Therefore, ν is equal to log(ψ−n−2ν0) = −(n + 2) log(ψ) + log(ν0),
and ∂∂ν is
−(n+ 2)∂∂ log(ψ) + ∂∂(log(ν0)).
To show that ∂∂ν pulls back to a smooth section of E1,0
∗
M,X ∧E
0,1∗
M,X , we
may check the two terms separately.
1. −(n+2)∂∂ log(ψ). By Theorem 3.18, ∂∂ log(ψ) pulls back to be a smooth
section of E1,0
∗
M,X ∧ E
0,1∗
M,X .
2. ∂∂(log(ν0)). Since ν0 is nonzero near the boundary, ∂∂ log(ν0) is smooth
up to the boundary, and therefore expressed in terms of γi and γi, which
are smooth sections ∧2E∗M,X . Finally, the bipolarization of ∂∂(log(ν0)) is
obvious.
✷
Since ωcan ∈
E1,0Ω1(X,C) ∧ E
0,1
Ω1(X,C), we obtain a bipolarized E-star
product ⋆ on X constructed from Proposition 4.6 with the Weyl curvature µ
equal to µ = −ω + i~ωcan.
Proposition 4.8 When restricted to the interior of X, the Karabegov form of
⋆ is equal to − 1
i~
ω + ωcan.
Proof . When restricted to the interior of X , EM,X coincides with the tangent
bundle of the Ka¨hler manifold X . By the locality of our construction of star
products, we have that in the interior of X , our quantization of a para-Ka¨hler
Lie algebroid EM,X coincides with the quantization of the Ka¨hler manifold.
This allows us to use Theorem 6.7 and Deduction 6.9 in [27] to obtain the
characteristic form. ✷
Now we are ready to state the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.9 The opposite Berezin-Toeplitz star product ⋆′BT near a strictly
pseudoconvex boundary is equal to the E-star product ⋆E constructed in Propo-
sition 4.6, and therefore is smooth up to the boundary of X.
Remark 4.10 Smoothness up to the boundary for Engliˇs’ Berezin-Toeplitz star
product can be directly derived from Corollary 3.15. (See Remark 3.16.) But
Theorem 4.9 sets up a nice connection between the Berezin-Toeplitz quantiza-
tion and deformation quantization.
Proof . We have known that both the E−star product ⋆E and the opposite
Berezin-Toeplitz star product ⋆′BT in the interior of X are star products with
separation of variables defined by Karabegov. Karabegov in Theorem 2, [19]
showed that star products with separation of variables on a Ka¨hler manifold X
are one to one correspondent to the set of power series in ~ of closed (1, 1) forms
on X , i.e.Z2dR(X,C)
(1,1)[[~]], which is called Karabegov form.
We have shown in Proposition 4.8, the Karabegov form of the E−star prod-
uct ⋆E is equal to −
1
i~
ω + ωcan. A similar calculation as Karabegov and
Schlichenmaier did on compact Ka¨hler manifolds computes that the Karabegov
form of Engliˇs’ opposite Berezin-Toeplitz star product ⋆′BT is also equal to
− 1
i~
ω + ωcan. Therefore, we have
⋆′BT = ⋆E .
And since ⋆E is smooth up to the boundary of X , ⋆
′
BT is also smooth up to the
boundary, which was already proved in Corollary 3.15.
We end the proof by explaining the computation of the Karabegov form of
Engliˇs’ opposite Berezin-Toeplitz star product.
Karabegov and Schlichenmaier’s calculation in [20] requires the Ka¨hler man-
ifold under consideration to be compact. In [20], they use the compactness
assumption to prove that the Berezin-Toeplitz quantization defines a local dif-
ferential product. Their Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 give an asymptotic expansion
of the Berezin transform and the twisted operator product, while Theorem 5.6
gives an asymptotic expansion of the Bergman kernel. All of the remaining
calculations are local. For the case of the boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex
domain, the analogs of the above asymptotic expansions have been established
by Engliˇs in Theorem 1-3 of [8]. Therefore, we can still use the method of formal
integrals as in [20] to compute the Karabegov form of the star product ⋆′BT . It
turns out be again equal to − 1
i~
ω + ωcan. ✷
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